Do inefficiencies in your workplace make your days into
a happiness sucking vortex for everyone?
When things don’t run smoothly at work it’s just frustrating. The team can’t work properly,
managers feel like they’re beating their heads against a brick wall, and the boss wants
to tear their hair out because they’re simply not achieving the progress everyone needs.
When communication deteriorates to Chinese Whispers, finding resources becomes
endless rounds of hide and seek, and task delegation is more like mind reading,
you know you are playing a workplace game that nobody wins.
THIS SYSTEM EMPOWERS YOU AND YOUR TEAM WITH MANAGEMENT RESOURCES THAT ACTUALLY WORK.

Introducing Kerry Anne
My greatest passion is to equip business owners,
management staff and every member of the team with the
knowledge and skills they need to create a company that
buzzes with the productivity of happy people who genuinely
love being there.
Please take a look over these offerings and let me know
how I can help you create lasting changes in your
workplace soon. Some of my services might be of
particular interest to you in your unique situation. I am
more than happy to help in any way I can and look
forward to hearing from you.
To your success,

Kerry Anne Nelson

Kerry Anne Nelson is qualified with a first class Honours degree
along with eight years experience in education, and she has
worked for nearly two decades growing her own businesses
across service and retail industries in both online and brick and
mortar outlets. One of Kerry Anne’s proudest achievements was
working with her late husband to build Australia’s largest online
vacuum spare parts website. After his passing she restructured
that business to train an entirely new team, recover a decade’s
worth of debt, automate internal systems, and then sell the
business, all over the course of eighteen short months. Now
Kerry Anne runs two small businesses with a team of five who
release her to the luxury of supporting others in their
development of highly effective workplace operations. Please go
right ahead and visit Kerry Anne’s website and LinkedIn profile to
learn more about her and her background.

Kerry Anne Nelson is one of those rare people that exceeds your expectations and
then continues to do so. She has an amazing ability to help people pull out the best
of themselves whilst providing them with the practical tools to
systemise their daily operations.
Dr Rosemary McCallum PhD, Abundant Life Solutions

https://www.kerryannenelson.com/

Contact Kerry Anne Today:
kerry@kerryannenelson.com

“In a chronically leaking boat, energy devoted to
changing vessels is more productive than
energy devoted to patching leaks.”
Warren Buffett

Business Process Overhaul
What would more certainty look like in your workplace?
How can you harness a more sustainable pathway to business expansion?
When will the organisation of your business processes become the number one priority?

The Business Process Overhaul program
invites ambitious leaders to disembark from
the rollercoaster ride of reactionary
leadership to harness the potential their
company has for unlimited growth. It works by
unlocking all the operational knowledge of the
owner and their team, then locking it all down
in stable, predictable, consistent workplace
routines.
Working one on one with your own dedicated
consultant, this intensive operations overhaul
will make your staffing plan strategic, your
team members engaged, and your
management leaders exemplary. Your new
look operations will yield more productivity
without taking more time, increased accuracy
without extra instruction, and greater control
with less micromanagement.

INCLUSIONS:
90 minute Discovery Session
6 - 8 month program
Weekly 90 minute mentoring sessions in person or via skype
Customised documentation created to meet your
unique business needs (Templates, Checklists,
Support Manuals, Training Resources)
Unlimited messaging for support via email and Skype
90 minute Review Session one month after the conclusion of
the program

https://www.kerryannenelson.com/

Contact Kerry Anne Today:
kerry@kerryannenelson.com

Kerry is an inspiration to other
business owners with her tenacity and
ability to push through difficult
situations. Kerry is an exceptional
human being whose skills at bringing
order and process into a small
business are second to none.
Louisa Tew, Founding Director, Away
Team

Business Process Workshop
"If you believe that training is expensive, it is because you do not know
what ignorance costs. Companies that have the loyalty of their employees
invest heavily in permanent training programs and promotion systems."
Michael Leboeuf, "The Great Principle Of Management"

40% of workplace productivity is lost in transitions. Are your people productive and clear about their work?
Workplace absences cost Australian businesses $33 billion. What toll do they take in your workplace?
85% of all businesses don’t have documented processes. How does your team know what a good job looks like?
Studies prove what you already know: The costs of workplace
disengagement hit companies of any size hard in low productivity
and workplace morale, which create high rates of error,
absenteeism and staff turnover. Unsupported staff don’t perform
well and this hurts the worker and their boss alike. 40% of
employees who don’t receive the training they need to become
effective will leave their positions within the first year.
The magic happens when your team works! Confident, happy
employees create companies which boast outstanding
profitability on the basis of their service, accuracy, efficiency,
consistency and retention. Research proves that your people
won’t want to leave your business community if they experience a
sense of purpose there, equipped for excellence and
acknowledged for their contribution.
Business Process Workshop brings the ultimate professional
development experience to you. Six hours of high quality
workplace training delivered by a qualified educator. Train your
team in the process management tools they will use to
consistently maintain peak performance. Harness your full
business potential.

INCLUSIONS:
60 minute Discovery Session
6 hrs face to face training
Slideshow and all facilitator notes
Workbook with instructions, tips, and templates for each
team member
60 Minute Review Session one month after the Workshop
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Kerry was able to immediately cut to
the chase. Not only did she clearly
detail how to systemise our business,
her insights also showed us several
very promising markets to expand
into. Her bubbly personality and cando attitude make her an absolute
pleasure to work with.
Stefan Bird, Senior Developer,
Emigrad

Done For You Manuals
“The system isn’t something you bring to the business.
It’s something you derive from the process of building the business.”
Michael E. Gerber, "The E-Myth Revisited"

How much of your business knowledge is locked inside your own mind?
What would happen if one or more of your team couldn’t come to work?
What would you do if you had to double the volume of your sales or services this week?
You’ve heard about the importance of documenting your key workplace processes but like 85% of all companies, it hasn’t been
done yet. It could be that you don’t know how, you don’t have the time, or the task is simply not as urgent as the other fires you
spend your days putting out. Today, we are letting you off the hook, because we are going to do it for you!
Here’s how it works:
1. You download the free training to learn how to create a high quality instruction video
2. You and your team make a screen capture recording of your computer based processes
3. You send the URL link for that video to us
4. We turn that video into a comprehensive set of instructions, complete with screenshots and easy to follow steps

P.S. You might be wondering why you need the instructions
written up. Well, if you are willing to maintain your video
library, the answer is that you don’t! Your video instructions
could keep your staff training and operations management
humming along nicely for ever … as long as you are willing
to make a new video every time something changes. Which
means that brilliant instruction video needs to be set up,
recorded and saved, and the old one deleted or archived
every single time you need to change even one tiny part of
the process. With a written manual any member of your
team can add, delete or modify any part of the instructions
during the normal course of their workday.

INCLUSIONS:
Complete written manual of your workplace process with screenshots and step-by-step instructions
A link to your original video inserted in the written manual for your convenient reference
Up to 3 video support reviews with written feedback if required
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Keynote Speaking
“We learn best, and change, from hearing stories that strike a chord
within us. Those in leadership positions who fail to grasp or use the
power of stories risk failure for their companies and for themselves”
John Kotter, Harvard Business School Professor
Could your group do with a new surge of motivation?
Is it time for a speaker who will bring something refreshingly different to your next company event?
Do you want a low fuss, no maintenance speaker who will simply show up and wow you on the day?
If you are looking for an inspiring speaker who will engage your
audience with a captivating story, as well as show them the ropes of
exponential operational growth, Kerry Anne Nelson is the presenter
you are looking for. Kerry Anne’s greatest strength is her ability to
transform leadership ambition into daily actions which can redefine
the landscape of any workplace. She shows us that you really can
expect the unexpected from your teams if they learn how to develop
and implement effective in-house management systems.

Presentation Overview:
WINNING WORKPLACE
Dragging yourself to a workplace filled with chaos, tension and
rivalry is stressful and demotivating. You and your team spend the
vast majority of your waking hours at work, investing time and
headspace into making significant efforts for the company. It is
fair and reasonable for all of you to want fulfilment,
acknowledgement and career progression in return for your
efforts. If your organisation is to deliver a genuine sense of
recognition and reward to everyone in your workplace community,
you need a daily plan.
Through Kerry Anne’s talk you will learn:
How to develop daily routines for motivation, momentum and
mateship
The five key attributes everyone must develop for workplace
satisfaction
Tools to overcome conflict, confusion, competition and control
freaks

Enquire now about having Kerry Anne speak at your next business event
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“You can’t help but catch Kerry Anne’s
energy and hang on every word...
She has so many gifts to offer in personal lives and business lives,
and will continue to change lives
on a big scale!”
Alexandra Andrea, Founding
Director, Marketing Energisers

